Itinerary Suggestions
Adventure

Walking - Guided Bush Trails

Our Guided Bush Trails are walking safaris for small groups.
Trail Season April - October (due to heat)
Min. age 13 years

Hlane Royal National Park - Ehlatzini Bush Trials
07h00 Depart Ndlovu Camp, walk to Lusotl area through climax Acacia nigresens with giraffe, kudu, zebra and wildebeest being common sightings. Marvel at Marabou and vulture nests.
Camp at Sundwini Campsite – rustic camping, open gazebos, bedrolls, no electricity, tree showers and pit latrine.
Guests do night watch.
1 or 2 nights, min 4 pax, max 10 pax,
±15km per day

Mkhaya Game Reserve - Mkhaya Bush Trials
Depart Mkhaya Head Quarters, walk to Jubela’s Camp (+12 km) through endangered species areas, woodland and riverine forests.
Camp at Jubela’s Camp – rustic camping, bedrolls in bell tents, no electricity, tree showers and pit latrine.
1 or 2 nights, min 4 pax, max 12 pax (6 per guide)
±10-15km per day

Mkhaya Game Reserve - Mkhaya Luxury Trials
Depart Mkhaya Head Quarters, walk to Stone Camp (+12 km) through endangered species areas, woodland and riverine forests.
Accommodation at Stone Camp 1 or 2 nights, min 4 pax, max 12 pax (6 per guide)
±10-15km per day

Extend your Swazi holiday with 2 nights in the Bushveld - Hlane Royal National Park or Mkhaya Game Reserve